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At U.S. Bank, we offer Student Banking that can grow with you. Our Student Checking account has no monthly
maintenance fee or minimum balance, 1 free access to more than 5,000 U.S. Bank ATMs, and convenient Online and
Mobile Banking. 2 And when your needs change, you’ll have the resources of U.S. Bank ready to help. Start the journey
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Sexual slavery, forced marriage, rape as a weapon of
war, everyday fear and neglect: there has never been
a more important time to address the global pandemic
of sexual violence. Doctors Without Borders/
Medecins Sans Frontieres (IVISF) field workers treat
sexual violence survivors every day, but those who
come forward for care are just the tip of the iceberg.
*» '
The cycle of violence, shame, and fear continues.
Join a panel of MSF experts for a discussion of
lessons learned from the response to sexual violence
and what more needs to be done.
TOWN-HALL MEDECINS SANS FRONTIERES
DOCTORS WITHOUT BORDERS
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NASA announced on Monday, Sep. 28 that there
is water on Mars. The find represents a major
discovery and radical shift in what we know about
the planet itself and the rest of the galaxy. While
this does not necessarily indicate the presence
of life, water is one of the key foundations for a
chance of microbial lifeforms and will thus spur
scientists and astronomers to look deeper into our
galaxy to find potential signs of life.
NASA is currently working on major plans to
land humans on an asteroid by 2025 and then to
hopefully get feet on Mars after 2030. President
Barack Obama has expressed hope that humans
will soon orbit and possibly land on the planet.
MASS SHOOTING AT UMPQUA COMMUNITY
COLLEGE-
On Thursday, Oct. 1, a gunman entered the
Umpqua Community College campus and
opened fire, marking the 294th mass shooting
in 2015, according to the Washington Post. The
shooter left at least 10 people dead and more
than nine others wounded. He was said to be
carrying multiple weapons—three handguns and
an assault rifle style weapon—multiple magazines
of ammunition and a bulletproofvest. Mercer was
thought to have been killed during an exchange
of gunfire with law enforcement officials, but
on Monday the autopsy report showed signs of
suicide. The country is now in mourning, and
the usual question of whether or not we need
more stringent gun control are being raised.
President Barack Obama issued a challenge for
journalists to compare deaths resulting from
terrorism to deaths caused by firearms, and the
results are alarming. According to CNN, the
number of deaths caused by terrorism totaled
3,380 while deaths by firearms on American soil
totaled 406,496.
ISLAMIC STATE BLOWS UP PALMYRA ARCH-
On Sunday, IS militants destroyed the 1,800-year-
old monument known as the Arch of Triumph
in the ancient city of Palmyra, Syria. Following
a recent trend of destruction, IS also caused the
demolition of both the Temple of Bel and the
Temple of Baalshamin in August. The United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO) has condemned the
attacks on World Heritage site as “War Crimes.”
The dismantling represents a direct attack on
Syria’s culturalpast. Director-General ofUNESCO
Irina Bokova stated on Monday that, “Despite
their relentless crimes, extremists will never be
able to erase history, nor silence the memory of
this site that embodies the unity and identity of
the Syrian people.”
RUSSIA JOINS THE WAR IN SYRIA—
On Sept. 30, Russia’s parliament approved of
airstrikes in Syria, thus entering them into a civil
war that started four years ago. It marks Russia’s
first involvement in the Middle East in several
decades. Russian President Vladimir Putin stated
that the country hopes to “Fight and destroy
militants and terrorists on the territories that
they already occupy, not wait for them to come
to our house.” The strikes were supposedly aimed
at the Islamic State, but there has been concern
on whether the locations bombed actually had
the targets they claimed to be trying to hit. Fears
have risen in regards to the number of civilian
casualties that might be incurred if these strikes
continue and U.S. Defense Secretary Ashton
Carter has expressed doubts, stating “the Russian
approach is doomedto fail.”
IN MEMORIAM OF NAX SNYDER—
Max Snyder, a 2014 graduate of Seattle
University, passed away on Oct. 2 in Dar es
Salaam, Tanzania. Snyder founded and led
the Seattle U Cycling Club, participated in
student retreats and was an active member
of the Seattle U community in various
other ways.
He is survived by his parents, Paula
and David Snyder of Campbell, Calif.
The Spectator staff sends our deepest
condolences to Snyder’s friends and family.
JOHN BOEHNER ANNOUNCES RESIGNATION AS
SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE-
John Boehner, the Speaker of the United States
House of Representatives, announced last week
that he will be stepping down as House Speaker
at the end of the month. Though he hoped to
step down by last year, he stuck around for
fear of destabilizing the Republican Caucus.
His time in the position has been marked by
oppositions from his own party, as he dealt with
fiscal policies such as raising the debt ceiling and
keeping the government from shutting down. He
is the first Speaker since Joseph G. Cannon in
1910 to be challenged by his representing party.
Elections will be held on Thursday, Oct. 8 to find
his replacement.
Scott may be reached at
sjohnson@su-spectator.com
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SYBRINA FULTON ON LOVE, RESPECT AND NON-VIOLENCE
JennaRamsey
News Editor
“I don’t want you to look at this like
a lecture or some type of seminar,
because I’m not really that person,”
said Sybrina Fulton to a full crowd in
Pigott Auditorium on Monday. “I’m a
mom. I just want you to look at me as
an average mom.”
A sense of catharsis spread over
campus this week when Fulton—-
better known, in her own words,
as “Trayvon Martin’s mom”—
gave an emotional speech to
hundreds of students, faculty and
communitymembers.
Since losing her youngest son to an
act of gun violence nearly four years
ago, Fulton has traveled around and
outside of the U.S. to share her story
and to urge her audiences to take real
action against unnecessary violence.
Monday marked her first visit
to Seattle.
“Are you going to wait until it
happens to you in order to get
involved?,” she said. “That was
my mistake.”
Fulton’s talk was an event organized
by Moral Mondays, aSeattle University
#BlackLivesMatter initiative that
began last year in response to the
Michael Brown tragedy in Ferguson,
MO. Moral Mondays events are
held each Monday throughout the
school year, with a few exceptions for
holidays and finals. The events vary
from spiritual to political to artistic,
but share the common goal of making
Seattle U a safe place to discuss race
relations in America.
Tyrone Brown, administrative
coordinator of Counseling and
Psychological Services and a Seattle U
alumnus, brought the idea for Moral
Mondays to campus and has overseen
the program since its takeoff. When
he first spoke to President Fr. Stephen
Sundborg, S.J. about his plans for the
initiative, he noted Fulton as a speaker
he’d be interested in reaching out to.
“When I left that meeting I thought
oh, I actually need to see if I could
make that happen,” Brown said.
Partnering with off-campus
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Left to right: Associate Vice President of Student Development Alvin Sturdivant, Vice President of Student Development
Michele C. Murray, Sybrina Fulton, and Tyrone Brown.
sponsors and on-campus departments
such as the Student Government
of Seattle University and Campus
Ministry eventually made the
event a reality.
“One of the amazing things about
[Brown] is that even though he kind
of got the ball rolling on it, he’s never
tried to own Moral Mondays,” said
Campus Minister James McCarty.
“He’s been very collaborative, and
he’s invited anyone who wants to get
involved to get involved.”
Fulton spoke twice on Monday; first
at an afternoon talk aimed specifically
at the Seattle U community, and again
in the evening for an event more open
to the public.
Though she didn’t go into specifics
about the trial, she was candid about
the experience of losing a child,
which she described as, “a different
type of pain” than any she’d ever dealt
with. She explained that sharing the
story of the tragedy is a part of her
healing process.
“I don’t think [public speaking] is
about her reliving the trauma,” Brown
said. “But it’s trying to contextualize
it so that we get a different narrative
about Trayvon, and we learn about
the larger issues that she’s trying to
advocate for so that other families
don’t have to deal with this trauma.”
While it’s one thing to hear about a
shooting on television or read about
it in the paper, the impact is entirely
different when the words come from
the victim’s loved ones. McCarty
and Brown both emphasized the
importance of hearing Trayvon’s story
from his mother’s perspective.
“Oftentimes, justice work becomes
very abstract when you’re talking
about statisticsand general trajectories
of society,” McCarty said. “And I think
it’s always helpful to hear stories and
to build relationships.”
A theme Fulton came back to
multiple times in her talk was the
importance of community—that the
biggest and most important changes
individuals can make happen right
where they live. Though losing her son
made her recognize more than ever
the faults of her hometown, Miami,
October 7.2015
she said she refuses to leave.
“There are flaws everywhere,”
Fulton said. “But I’m going to be part
ofthe solution, and I’m going to make
changes in my own community.”
Brown said that it was not a
coincidence thatFulton was scheduled
to visit so early in the school year. He
hopes that the impact of her talk will
reverberate in the coming months
as students and faculty continue to
consider Fulton’s points.
Moral Mondays will continue on
Oct. 12, with an event celebrating
Indigenous Peoples’ Day; the time and
location are pending.
“[Moral Mondays] is an important
part of our campus culture now,”
McCarty said. “I think one of the great
things about being a college student is
that you’re given a relatively safe space
to explore questions of social justice,
but also ways in which you’re going
to be able to be an engaged citizen
going forward.”
Jennamay be reached at
jramsey@su-spectator.com
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CONCERNS ABOUT CAMPUS SAFETY RAISED AFTER UCC TRAGEDY
Melissa Lin
Editor in Chief
The sky was painted gray and
blanketed with clouds last Friday,
Oct. 2, as almost forty students,
faculty and staff gathered outside the
Chapel of St. Ignatius for a moment
of collective silence for Umpqua
Community College.
As senior PaulDeWater and Campus
Minister for Ignatian Spirituality,
Marilyn Nash each lit a candle and the
candles ofeveryone else in attendance;
they noticed that gentle breezes made
it difficult for wicks to catch fire.
“A very striking metaphor was
drawn there because Marilyn said
it can be very difficult to keep the
light alive,” said DeWater, who is also
Vice President of University Affairs
at Student Government of Seattle
University. “Which I think is a very
fitting thing in times of such sadness
and such tragedy’’
After a long a momentof thoughtful
silence, the chapel bell tower tolled
nine times—once for each of the
victims ofthe UCC mass shooting. As
the event ended, rain began to fall.
The shooting that occurred on Oct.
1, is the two hundred and ninety
fourth mass shooting this year. The
tragedy resulted in the death of nine
students, and happened exactly one
week after the Aurora Bridge crash
that killed four international students
at North Seattle College.
“Unlike the vigil for North Seattle
[College], the vigil for the community
ofRoseburg and Umpqua Community
College —we didn’t really have any
words,” DeWater said. “There really
aren’t words that capture the loss and
the heartbreak”
The shooting has re-sparked debate
about gun control and mental illness
throughout the nation. President
Barack Obama addressed the nation
on the same day of the tragedy calling
for change.
“Each time this happens I am
going to say that we can actually do
something about it, but we’re going to
have to change our laws,” he said.
But while the nation debated over
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current laws, questions were raised
at our own campus about safety at
Seattle U and whether our community
isprepared for similar emergencies.
Junior humanities for teaching
major Craig Jaffe knows that
dangerous situations can happen at
any time. He was a middle school
student when student Christopher
Privett was killed in adriveby shooting
just next-door at the Palo Verde
High School in Las Vegas, Nev. The
incident shook his whole community
and made him realize that shootings
are unpredictable.
“The odds of it happening at
our school are just as great as it
happening at any other school...I
mean it happened at Seattle Pacific
[University]” he said. “So it’s kind of
telling that there really is no rhyme
or reason.”
Public Safety knew they had to
address the shooting and answer the
community’s concerns as quickly
as possible. They sent out multiple
e-mails since last Thursday which
included reminders of emergency
procedures, the school’s 2015-2016
Annual Fire Safety and Security
Report and details about an
evacuation drill planned for Oct. 15
at 11:10 a.m.
Additionally, associate director of
Public Safety Craig Birklid said that
they have been doing active shooter
drills since the new executive director
Timothy Marron joined the team
in 2013. Birklid said that ever since
Marron’s arrival, Marron has worked
to focus the department on their
primary mission of saving lives and
property while better preparing for
emergencysituations.
Public Safety has partnered with
the Seattle Police Department and
the Seattle Fire Department for
these drills. In emergencies, Public
Safety gives them a layout of the
campus and directs them to a point of
safe gathering.
“The second thing is for the medical
resources,” Birklid said. “Finding them
a staging area that is very close so that
they can quickly come in once an area
is secure enough for them to respond
for medical care.”
Additionally, Public Safety has stage
equipment such as ballistic shields
that they can provide to SPD as well as
medical equipment including combat
gauze and tourniquets. All of the staff
is first-aid, CPR and AED trained. Last
year they did drills weekly, eventually
dropped it down to once a month
and now they are drilling once a
week again.
“[Public Safety] is an unarmed
security force. So in an active shooter
situation, they really become support
people for responding officers—those
911 SPD respond team that’s going to
come in,” Birklid said. “We’rebasically
trained to take [it] to the point where
those officers are responding that
allows them to come in as quick as
they can to resolve the issue.”
Despite the measures Seattle U
has taken to protect our community,
Jaffe does not feel 100 percent safe
on campus. Most of his classes are
in the Administration building, and




locks on classroom doors and blinds
on windows.
“I don’t know if we have enough
preventative measures,” Jaffe said.
He thinks that while the school
does implement some secure safety
features, more could be done to keep
the borders ofthe campus safe.
Like Jaffe, sophomore criminal
justice major Destinee Ripperger
was close to a school shooting in her
home town. When Ripperger was in
kindergarten, a student of Santana
High School in Santee, Calif, shot and
killed two people.
When she heard about the UCC
shooting, the emotions she felt at the
incident at her own high school came
rushing back.
“I remember how my school
reacted to it and how we react every
year when the dates comes up and...
it’s just heartbreaking to know that
people were killed in a school where
you should feel safe,” Ripperger said.
The presence of Public Safety on
campus comforts Ripperger. Even
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After last week’s tragedy, our student government set up a tablefor our student
body to write letters to Umpqua Community College.
though Seattle U is in the heart of the
city, she never feels like crime comes
too close to campus. But she does
think there is room for improvement.
“I live inXavierand we have to swipe
our campus card a gazillion times to
get into our room which I actually
think is a good thing’’ Ripperger said.
She would like to see more buildings
only accessible by card swiping.
Implementing more advanced
features to buildings is not an
issue for Birklid. But it begs the
question of whether students truly
want to invest in preparing for an
unlikely emergency.
“How much do you want to pay
in tuition to improve the facilities
for an event that really would be
very unlikely?” Birklid said. “But we
could do it.”
Muchhas already been done tomake
the campus safer: furniture has been
anchored down in classrooms and
the campus Card system now allows
security to lock external doors in one
fell swoop. In the case of requiring
students to swipe their cards to enter
everybuilding, he personally believes
that it would make his job much
easier—but that wouldn’t necessarily
deter an active shooter.
“In the case of the Oregon incident,
[the shooter] was part of their
community,” Birklid said. “So even
if those students could have locked
the door, they would have been
locking themselves in that space with
the shooter.”
The key, Birklid said, is to recognize
red flags and know how to respond.
The UCC shooter, for instance,
exhibited concerning behavior over
social media.
“If you see something, say
something,” Birklid said.
It’s important that people having
difficulties are engaged as soon
as possible, whether through
conversations informing resources,
such as the Counseling and
Psychological Services department at
Seattle U, about any concerns.
“People are going into crisis and
they don’t really know how to resolve
the feelings that they’re having,”
Birklid said.
Both Ripperger and Jaffe also
spoke to this point of taking mental
health seriously and the importance
of communication. In his Police in
Society class taught by professor
Wilson Edward Reed, Jaffe studied
the typical profile of a shooter. He
ultimately learned that while there is
no single profile, there are many traits
that shooters ten to exhibit.
“More often than not, it’s ostracism
in some form or some level—socially,
romantically,” he said.
Ripperger referenced the University
of California, Santa Barbara shooter
that went on a rampage because
women rejected him.
Ripperger agrees that ostracism
plays a huge role in the common
occurrence of campus shootings. She
feels safe at Seattle U because the
community is so unified.
“We definitely made sure that
people were connected, that we tried
not to have anybody feel left out,”
Ripperger said.
Still, students and faculty want to
know that there are resources available
on campus that will help them prevent
tragedies such as school shootings.
Chris Wilcoxen, assistant director of
emergencyoperations at Public Safety,
offers information and leads trainings
on armed intruders.
The trainings are three-fold. The
first aspect deals with knowing
whom to contact and discusses the
different ways the community can
contact the department. The second
aspect incorporates federal programs
designed to help identify suspicious
behavior associated with the tagline:
see something, say something. The
last aspect is the model of protecting
oneself, also tied with the U.S.
Department of Homeland Security
programming called Run, Hide, Fight.
Wilcoxen’s trainings are
informational and do not involve
tactical strategies. He has led these
trainings, sometime with the help of
Marron, for several years with groups
such as the Dean’s Council and the
College of Education.
“From the comments that I get,
people feel much better prepared
to handle those situations,”
Wilcoxen said.
Some of the most common
concerns teachers express are how
to deal with an intruder during
class and how to evacuate. Wilcoxin
helps faculty determine the best
means of evacuation and hiding.
He has scheduled more of these
trainings since the UCC shooting,
such as with the Center for Student
Involvement staff.
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As students and faculty have
raised their concerns, SGSU has
also responded rapidly. In addition
to hosting the moment of silence in
partnership with Campus Ministry,
SGSU President Mallory Barnes-
Ohlson organized a card writing
station outside of Student Center 360
to send messages of condolences. She
sent those cards to UCC on Monday
afternoon. More than 100 people
contributed. But that’s not all SGSU
will do.
“SGSU is hoping to host a forum on
campus safety in which students will
be able to talk about campus safety
both nationally and locally here at SU,”
Barnes-Ohlson said.
While some details, such as the date,
have yet to be determined, they have
reached out to Public Safety and plan
on getting Health and Wellness Crew
involved to provide a larger context
for why these shootings continue
to happen.
In DeWater’s conversations with
students about safety, he feels that
he has been called to action. He
hopes to answer the question of
what the community can do to
prevent senseless tragedies and that
the urgency of action is properly
conveyed. According to DeWater,
SGSU is pursuing a partnership with
the University of Washington to see if
there is room for a joint lobbying effort
between our student governments to
call for an end to gun violence.
At a recent Moral Mondays at
SU event, Sybrina Fulton, Trayvon
Martin’s mother also spoke out against
gun violence.
“My heart is broken because I lost
my 17-year-old to senseless gun
violence—to something that could
have been prevented,” she said.
As we move forward, DeWater
wants to remind students that in times
of tragedy and loss, to stay open to
hurt and pain and seek any help that
they need.
“The amount of tragedy and loss
in this world can be overwhelming,”
DeWater said. “We have to keep the
light on.”
Melissa may be reached at
editor@su-spectator.com
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CZARINA RAMSAY STEPS IN AS NEW OMA DIRECTOR
SamanthaHighsmith
Staff Writer
The Office of Multicultural Affairs
has undergone a makeover. Relocated
to the Pavilion building, Seattle
University’s fresh OMA offices have
open spaces where all students are
encouraged to spend time. But the
offices aren’t the only thing that
has changed—OMA also has a new
director: Czarina Ramsay.
OMA is dedicated to promoting a
campus community that celebrates
diversity and encourages leadership,
education and cultural celebration.
Ramsay said she looks forward to
continuing this mission.
Ramsay previouslyworked at Seattle
U as the Assistant Director of OMA
and Resident Director ofXavier Global
House, but left in 2010 to pursue other
career opportunities in the Office
of Intercultural Engagement at her
alma mater, the University of Puget
Sound. In her time away, Ramsay has
gained a wealth of experience that
she is excited to bring back to the
Seattle U community.
“I’m really excited...Seattle U is
definitely a place that I consider
home,” Ramsay said.
Ramsay said she feels that she has
more ideas and goals for the Seattle U
community than ever before.
“WhenI went backto [the University
of] Puget Sound, my desire to be a
part of the community again was to
help shape the kind of experience I
wish I had had when I was a student
there,” Ramsay said.
Ramsay hopes that using the
experience she has gained, she will be
able to connect with the student body
and further incorporate the social
justice mission that Seattle U holds.
“My return to Seattle U is coming
with the enthusiasm of sharing
the professional I’ve become and
being a part of, not only shaping
the experience for our students,
but also helping to continue to
support philosophy and social justice
advocacy—specifically for those who
are coming to campus with identities
that have been disenfranchised, or
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minoritized, and marginalized on
any sort of level,” Ramsay said. “That’s
what I’m here to do.”
OMA offers a number of programs
and events that are open to the entire
studentbody including,but not limited
to, the MartinLuther King celebration
on Jan. 19 and OMA Speaks, a student
forum and discussion group, which
takes place on the first Thursday of
everymonth.
Ramsay’s return toSeattle U has been
met with a great deal of excitement
from students and faculty alike. Along
with the aesthetic changes, the arrival
of a new director brings a bounty of
new ideas to OMA.
“I’m really looking forward to this
year and what’s going to happen with
Czarina, because she has a lot to offer
to the school,” said Jennifer Cruz, a
senior at Seattle U who has worked
in the OMA offices throughout her
time here.
Ramsay’s return to OMA comes at a
time of transition, as the department
adjusts to a new space and brings in a
number of new faces. While returning
to Seattle U during a time of intense
change could be seen as a challenge,
Ramsay sees it is an opportunity to
furtherconnect with students.
The new space, located in the
Student Development Innovation
Center in Pavilion 150, has ah open
floor plan, plenty of seating and an
abundance of friendly faces.
“Now students will just come and
hang out in here, which isreally fun to
see,” Cruz said.
Dean of Students Darrell Goodwin,
who served as the interim Director of
OMA before Ramsay’s return, is also
enthusiastic about the new location
ofOMA.
“The key elements of the Pavilion
are the learning pods. There’s a
living room, there’s an ability to do
presentations out in the lobby for
students...What we’re trying to do is
give students an opportunity to utilize
the Pavilion space in a greater way
and have access to the resources that
are currently located in this building,”
Goodwin said.
Last year in April, there was talk
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Seattle University’s new directorof Office ofMulticulturalAffairs, Czarina Ramsay.
about merging the International
Student Center with the Office of
Multicultural Affairs. After some
dialogue in May and June, those plans
have been put on hold to encourage
more conversation between students,
administration and the community
as a whole.
“The decision to not merge the
offices was to give us the amount of
time that our students were requesting
for our students to say ‘Can we talk
more about it, can we have a more
deliberativeprocess, can we offer some
other alternatives?” Goodwin said.
This added time will allow Ramsay
to assemble a task force of students,
faculty and staff, combined with
the information gathered from
the Campus Climate Survey. The
survey was given out in January and
February of 2015, and the results will
be presented on Oct. 22. The task
force will use this information to
discuss how the offices can best meet
the needs of students and community
members at Seattle U.
“This task force will help us discern
‘where do we go?”’ Goodwin said.
“The conversation is really much
larger than the merging oftwo offices.”
In short, no decisions have been
made about the merger. Students,
faculty and staff are encouraged
to be involved in the discussion
moving forward.
For now, Ramsay is looking forward
to continued engagement with the
Seattle U community in conversations
and programs concerning
multiculturalism.
Ramsay, Goodwin and Cruz all
shared a similar sentiment: OMA is
for everyone.
All students are encouraged to
become involved with OMA and take
part in its programs.
“I’m really excited to bring my ideas
and energy to the community again,”
Ramsay said. “If there’s anything that
I hope to offer the SU Community, it’s
just the way that we as a community
can be really intentional about the
kind ofenvironment we create for one
another to be a part of.”
Samantha may be reached at
shighsmith@su-spectator.com
NEW PRINTERS NOT WITHOUT CRITICS
Jarrod Gallagher
StaffWriter
The new printing system isn’t just
black and white. While some applaud
its efficiency and speed, others are
concerned with representation and
appearence of the Managed Print
Services (MPS) system.
Gone are the days ofwaiting in line
behind a dozen people in the Pigott
Atrium 15 minutes before class starts,
and finally getting to the front of the
line only to watch the printer run
out of toner halfway through your
six-page paper. Now, thanks to the
combined efforts ofFacilities Services,
OIT, Reprographics and Copiers NW,
students and faculty can put the hassle
of the old print service behind them
and begin anew with MPS.
“After the transition to the new
system, everything was very easy to
use,” said senior biochemistry major
Nick Chock.
The campus-wide printing system
was implemented during spring
quarter oflast year,and allows students
and faculty to print documents from
their computer to any ofthe numerous
printers on the MPS network on
campus. Using a campus card or
Seattle U login information, students,
faculty and staff can access the many
different functions of these printers,
including double-sided printing and
copying and scanning various sizes of
documents. This new system differs
greatly from the previous system,
which required several extra steps and
made the printing process a slow one.
The cost of printing a document
on the MPS is similar to the price of
printing on the previous system and
ranges from 5.5 cents for a single
black and white page to 22.5 cents
for a double-sided color page. Every
Seattle U student is allotted $6.88 in
free printing every quarter on their
student cards, which is enough to
print 125 black and white pages. Any
unused print funds rollover to the
next quarter, but the accounts are
reset each summer.
One of the many benefits of the
MPS is the availability of printers.
Now that most buildings on campus
have multiple printers, there is hardly
ever a line for printing. For some
people, however, the new printing
service is proving to be a frustrating
experience. Chemistry professor
Kristen Skogerboe expressed concern
over the new printer that was
installed right next to her office in the
Bannan Building.
“We knew the alcove was coming,”
Skogerboe said. “A lot of people
felt it was icing on the cake to the
implementation of the MPS, but we
didn’t really imagine what the final
product would looklike.”
The printer alcove is a specially
designed and constructed room with
a metal roll down door, similar to
a garage. According to director of
design and construction at facilities
administration Lara Branigan, the
doors are designed to operate as fire
shutters in the event of an emergency,
causing them to close isolating the
flaming printer and maintaining a safe
egress route within the hallway.
Many faculty view the
implementation of MPS as an
autocratic decision, and are frustrated
that the convenience of printing in
their own offices has been removed
as well. Since the new printers were
installed, faculty are no longer allowed
to have university-supported personal
printers. Now, when a faculty member
prints documents, they either have to
go through the Seattle U Print queue
or are required to pay for paper and
toner out of pocket.
Professor Skogerboe explained that
the printer room obstructs vision
down the hall, and has an isolating
effect of its own on the two offices on
that side of the hall.
“Not only Was that change
controversial and people were
not happy about it, but it invokes
something that is just very ugly
and kind of an alienating thing,”
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Skogerboe said.
For most students and faculty, MPS
is a breath of fresh air. But for others
on campus, the service is proving to
be a new source of headaches.
More information on the cost of
printing and how to add funds to
your print account can be found on
the Technology Support site at http://
www.seattleu.edu/support/.
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International students learn to encounter cultural





The world, and Seattle University, is
always changing.
According to the Pew Research
Center’s new study of immigration
patterns, by the year 2065-the U.S.
will have no ethnic majority. The
population of white people will
drop below 50 percent and Asians
will overtake Hispanics. and become
the largest immigrant group. Of
the projected total population, 46
percent will be white, 24 percent
Hispanic, 14 percent Asian and 13
percent black.
According to Ryan Greene,
Director of the International Student
Center at Seattle University, our
student population may undergo the
same changes predicted in the study.
During his first year at Seattle U five
years ago, Greene said we welcomed
123 international students in the fall.
The next year, that number went up
to 174, then 200 then 225. There are
even more international students on
campus this year.
This fall Seattle U welcomed more
than 250 international students to its
campus. From China to Indonesia,
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Vietnam to Taiwan, Saudi Arabia to
Malaysia, they collectively represent
more than 60 countries worldwide.
Many have never even been to
the U.S. before. For some of these
students, it wasn’t just their first day
at school, it was their first day in a
different country.
Takumu Tamazawa, a junior at
Seattle U, was born in the rolling
hills of Chiba, Japan. His family lives
in a rural neighborhood with his
younger sister and two cats, Mimi
and Marble.
“It was scary,” Tamazawa said,
describing his first day in the states.
“Lots of people were not used to
other races or international students.
I got the feeling that I wasn’t
really welcome.”
Tamazawa spent his freshman
year at Green River Community
College and his sophomore year at
Seattle Central College. Now he’s
at Seattle U, studying for a degree
in accounting. After he graduates,
Tamazawa wants to take advantage of
Option Practical Training, or OTP:
a program that allows international
students to stay for one year after
they graduate to do research or get
a job. Unfortunately, finding a job
is especially hard for international
students, Tamazawa explained. Most
employers won’t even talk to him.
This is a common problem among
international students studying at
Seattle U and other universities. It
adds one more thing to the long list
of stressful demands that they face
on a daily basis.
When he first made his way to
the U.S., Tamazawa was confused
by customs and habits that most
Americans consider normal. Of
the many things that made him
stop and ponder, he remembers
being shocked on his first trip
to the bathroom.
“The first thing that surprised me
when I got here was going to the
toilet and seeing a gap in the stall.
You can literally see someone inside.
There’s no privacy,” Tamazawa said.
“I was so reluctant to go to the
bathroom for like a week.”
The ISC was created to help
international students thrive in their
new home.
“I’ve had students that have had
even cars damaged, they need to
know where to get their car fixed,”
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Greene said. “You never really know
what kind of questions you’re going
to face.
The ISC also organizes events to
celebrate the diversity of cultures
at Seattle U. In January they will be
hosting the International Dinner
in the Campion Ballroom. At past
events, more than 400 students have
attended.
“It’s a time for students to really
volunteer and come out and
participate in thelarger international
community,” Greene said. “It allows
a lot of students to almost travel
back home for the night.”
Gina Lopardo, Director of the
Office of Education Abroad, had a
similar experience when she studied
abroad in Sienna, Italy, while she
was an undergraduate student at
University of Rhode Island.
“We don’t question the processes
that are in place,” Lopardo said.
“There are so many things that we
take for granted, where we live, what
we’re familiar with, what we know.”
The Office of Education Abroad
is responsible for the development
and organization of programs that
send Seattle U students to other
countries. They also provide
exchanges wherein a student from
Seattle U essentially swaps places
with a student from a university in,
say, Tokyo, Japan. These programs
demand immense attention to
detail so that the students’ trip can
be educational, enjoyable and safe.
It’s part of Lopardo’s job to ensure
that these requirments are met.
These experiences mirror the daily
lives of our international student
community.
“I know what a transformational
experience it was for me. I feel
fortunate to be able to support in
some small way others taking a
similar journey,” she said.
Dario Ogaz, former Seattle
U graduate student, had an
educational experience when
he went abroad to Australia to
study the history and literature of
aboriginal peoples. When students
travel to different countries, he




experience,” Ogaz said. “You’re
required to think differently, more
independently. Being away from
your family and being at college
is one thing, doing that again
in an international context is
something else.”
Ogaz now works with Gina
Lopardo in the Office of Education
as a liaison for the different colleges
on campus. If a professor wants
to create a program or send a
student abroad, he helps them with
the logistics. Most students, he
said, aren’t sure why they want to
study abroad.
“Some people come in an idea
of what they want or maybe what
they’ve heard of or seen before,”
Ogaz said. “Some students aren’t
necessarily sure why they’re coming
into our office. They know that they
want to study abroad but they’re
not certain what kind of experience
they want to have.”
Abdulaziz Alnasri, a second year
biology major from Saudi Arabia,
understands the anxiety that visitors
feel in aforeign country. It was almost
midnight on the first day he came
to Seattle U. It was one week before
classes started so he hadn’t gone
shopping for things like bed sheets
and blankets. He ended up using
clothing and towels to keep warm. A
year later he became an orientation
leader so that he could personally
help international students avoid
going through the same experiences.
“I tried to make them feel that they
are welcome here,” Alnasri said. “I
remember going to school and not
finding anyone to talk to in Arabic.
My first day was hard to go through
but it got easier in time.”
Caroline Umukobwa, sophomore
civil engineering major, still spends
time with her orientation leader.
On her first day in the U.S., one
year ago, Umukobwa was tired and
jetlagged. It was her first time in
the country, so everything was new
to her. In the midst of all that, her
orientation leader gave her a place
to relax. That’s why, a year later,
she became an orientation Advisor,
so that she could provide the
same support for incoming
international students.
“Where I come from, it’s very easy
to make friends,” Umukobwa said.
“Here, people are more conservative
or not as outgoing with people from
outside the country.”
Students studying abroad face
unique challenges. Some miss food
from home, and have trouble finding
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it here. Some have difficulty,adjusting
to the weather. Some struggle with
the distance from home and family.
Whatever the case, the responsibility
to help international students
overcome these struggles lies well
within the Seattle U mission. By
coming to this country and pursuing
an education on our campus,
international students should make
progress towards achieving the
life they want.
“For my long term career,”
Umukobwa said. “I want to have a
consultancy company of engineers
working in my country but also
internationally.”
Lopardo feels very fortunate
international student community at
Seattle U.
“I think that they add a lot to our
experience, and I wish that we could
find a way to better integrate our
international students and our U.S.
students. I think there’s a lot to learn
on both sides.”




A LENS UNLIKE ANY OTHER
Sam Highsmith
Staff Writer
Big blockbuster films are a dime
a dozen nowadays. Foreign films,
however, are a tad harder to come
by. Latino films can be particularly
difficult to find. Luckily for residents
of Seattle, there is the Seattle Latino
Film Festival.
The Festival opened last weekend
at the Egyptian Theater. With
films from over 20 countries and
showings of 31 films in 10 days,
SLFF aims to give voice to Latino
filmmakers and provide a platform for
cultural education.
Jorge Enrique Gonzalez-Pacheco
founded SLFF in 2008 and the
festival’s conception has roots in the
Seattle University community. When
Gonzalez-Pacheco, an award winning
poet and author of four books of
poetry, first moved to Seattle many
years ago, he became quick friends
with Latin American studies lecturer
Diana Luna, who would ultimately
invite Gonzalez-Pacheco to speak to
her students. The pair would become
fast friends.
Noting the lack of Latino
representation in the Pacific
Northwest, Gonzalez-Pacheco was
inspired to form a creative outlet; the
Seattle Latino Film Festival.
“I talked with Diana Luna and
I said, ‘Do you think it would
be good to create a film festival
here?’ and her answer was ‘Try,’”
Gonzalez-Pacheco said.
After some encouragement,
networking and hard work, Gonzalez-
Pacheco founded SLFF which is now
in its seventh year. The SLFF aims to
entertain and educate people? about
Latin culture by showcasing films that
they may not be able to see elsewhere.
“Each [film] festival has their own
personality,” explained Gonzalez-
Pacheco. One of the goals ofthe SLFF
is to represent the Latino culture in
an accessible way, and that is reflected
in its personality. The festival is for
everyone and anyone interested in
the arts and culture is encouraged
to attend.
SLFF continues to thrive under
Gonzalez-Pacheco’s guidance. Put on
by a small group of volunteers, the
festival is continuing to grow. SLFF is
one ofthe only Latino-specific festivals
that exists in the entire northwest.
“SLFF is one of the very few means
of accessing quality films from all
over Latin America and the Iberian
peninsula here in the PNWT said
Seattle U alum Brian Cunningham.
He said that the most impressive
facet of SLFF is the assortment
of countries and perspectives
represented at the festival and how
these filmsbring a multitudeofdiverse
communities together.
“Having access to this diverse
array of work and quality foreign
cinema in general is vital to our
growth and education as a society,”
Cunningham said.
“Seattle has this creative energy
all around and that’s well-known
everywhere in the world,” Luna said.
“It’s an asset to our community,
considering our growing Hispanic
population, as well as an educational
tool...The films [at SLFF] explore
different themes that we wouldn’t
normally see.”
Gonzalez-Pacheco emphasizes the
importance of sharing Latino film as
a gift to the community, and a tool
to educate people with regard to life
outside of the United States. Films
cover topics such as immigration, love,
music, emerging adulthoodand many
others. The lens through which these
films are shot, Gonzalez-Pacheco said,
is unlike any other.
The festival hosts a number of
events aside from screenings, panel
discussions, “best of” competitions
and after-party celebrations. All of
these events are open to the public
and those interested are encouraged
to join in the festivities.
SLFF continues until Oct. 11,
with screenings at various venues
throughout the Seattle area. More Sam may be reached at
information can be found at slff.org. shighsmith@su-spectator.com
PHOTO COURTESY OF MICHAEL ALCALA
The opening night of the Seattle Latino Film Festival was held at the EMP on
Friday, Oct. 2.
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“WE’RE FED UP” AND FIGHTING FOR SOCIAL JUSTICE
Jason Bono
News Editor
As power outages flickered through
Dakar, the capital city of Senegal on
Jan. 16, 2011, a group of musicians,
journalists and activists were
formulating a movement that would
shake the country to its core. Several
names for their new group emerged
such as “Ca Suffit” (That’s enough) and
“Yen a assez” (We’ve had enough)—
yet the name “Yen a marre” (We’re fed
up) stuck. On Jan 18, the musicians,
journalists, and activists took their
campaign nationwide.
Unlike most other groups formed at
the time, she and the other members
decided that Yen a Marre was to be
apolitical. By not supporting any
political party or engaging in partisan
politics, the group speaks with the
people, according to Sow. As activists
and as a musical ensemble, they aim
to capture the voice of the people, and
use music as a medium to inform and
empower. Songs like “Faux. Pas Force”
(False! Not inevitable) or “Dokh
ak sa Gokh” (Observation of Good
Governance and Democracy) seek
to show the Senegalese people their
rights, and reveal social injustices in
their society.
Formed around the hip hop trio
of Malal Talla, aka “Foule Malade,”
Cheikh Toure “Junior,” and. Kilifeu,
the group continues a long tradition
of challenging unjust authorities.
Originally called “Keur Gui de
Kaolack”, the young rappers were
arrested when they were just 16 years
old for critiquing the mayor of their
small town. Yet for Yen a Marre and
Denise Sow, one of the cofounders of
the movement, this is the role of the
musician and the activist: to critique
and inform.
JB: For those who don’t speak
French, what does Y’en a Marre
mean, and why choose a name like
this?
DS: Y’en a Marre means “We’re fed
up.” It’s both a social and an apolitical
movement that distances itself from
politicians. It’s a movement that fights
injustice, mal-governance, corruption,
and helps the youth to grab ahold
of their future, and not wait on
authorities. It’s a movement that puts
pressure on the state so that it focuses
on the needs of the people, rather than
confusing futilities for priorities.
JB: Why did you choose to be an
apolitical movement?
DS: When we decided to start this
movement we said that we were going
to break away from everything we’re
used to seeing. For example, there are
movements in Senegal that started
independently, yet ended up joining
the government. We told ourselves,
‘We’re going to create something new,
that’s different from all ofthat - we’re
going to make sure that people see
themselves in the movement, that
theyreally feel like they’re a part of it.’
JB: Can you explain how Y’en a
Marre uses music as a medium?
Y’en a Marre’s signature gesture: crossing theirforearms above theirhead as a sign of non-violent protest
DS: [Y’en a marre], they take on our
voice. We’ve used this medium to help
people understand the philosophy of
the movement. And all the campaigns
that we’ve made across the country
were to let people understand the
movement was done through rap.
JB: For you, what is the role of a
musician?
DS: They really have to be someone
who is an awakener of consciousness,
not just singing to entertain or for
pleasure... We have to move beyond
that, there are so many horrible things
in society that we can call out, so
many injustices: corruption, greed,
we can denounce all of it... and when
you do this, in a way, you’re already an
activist.
* JB: You have all travelled a lot, can
you talk about what that experience
was like?
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DS: In the case of Burkina Faso,
there were all these artists who went
to Burkina for a festival. [Yen a
Marre] went out to the crowd after
finishing their set and they asked the
people, ‘Do you have confidence in
this politician or that politician, and
they said ‘No!’ They asked the people,
‘Do you have confidence in Smockey?’
An artists who is very well known
there, and they said, ‘Yes!’ They called
Smockey and other musicians out on
the stage and told them, ‘Your people
are behind you. Do something for
them.’ It was on that stage that the
social movement “Le Balai Citoyen
de Burkina” (The Citizen Broom of
Burkina) was born.’
JB: What was it like, being one of
the leaders of a social movement like
this?
DS: It was so impactful to see all the
people behind us, people willing to
sacrifice themselves, to make all these
sacrifices just for some sort ofchange,
it was just incredible.
This interview was translated from
French by Jason Bono.
Jason may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
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CREED BRATTON: A MAN OF MANY TALENTS
Emily Hedburg
Volunteer Writer
“In the 60s, I made love to many, many
women. Often outdoors. In the mud
and the rain. And it’s possible a man
slipped in, there would be no way
of knowing,” was the quintessential
Creed Bratton—born William Charles
Schneider—quote thrown at the crowd
during a tour that visited Capitol Hill
last week. The performance was met
with thunderous applause from a
group full of Office groupies who were
in attendance to see the man who
plays one of the show’s most riotous
characters and perhaps, like me, left
with a deeper appreciation for the
man behind the character—even if
they do share a name.
As an avid fan of NBC’s “The
Office” myself, I was more than
thrilled to attend Bratton’s show for
this week’s Spectator publication. I
knew few things about the man who
goes by Creed both on and off of the
set prior to the assignment. From
“The Office,” I knew he was weird.
Really weird. I knew he was a quirky
character, thrown in at the most
inopportunely opportune times to say
something outrageous.
From a quick Google search, I
learned that he grew up as William
Charles (“Chuck”) Schneider. With
a guitar and a trumpet, he devoted
himself to music, practicing guitar in
his barn in between chunks of time
spent listening to a radio, which he
kept under his pillow. According to
the biography on his (fittingly) odd
website, the post-college graduation
Bratton felt suffocated by his small
mountain town, grabbed $25 and
flew off to Europe. In his time there,
he hitchhiked all over, playing music
on the streets for food to complement
what he was stealing off of porches
and only came back stateside due to
starvation and a 60 pound weight loss.
Upon returning to the states, he
befriended some equally nomadic
friends and forged the group “The
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Grassroots.” The band had some
success, finding one of its singles at
the top of the charts for a time. Creed
Bratton, a name he chose for himself
after being informed that Chuck was
not rock n roll enough, eventually
split ways with the band as he felt they
were conforming too much towards
the mainstream. Bratton soon began
making solo tracks.
After years of rejection with music,
Bratton took up acting and found
himself roles in a couple of little
known films. Fortunately enough
for every “Office” fan out there,
Bratton met and came to know Ken
Kwapis, director of “The Office,” and
pitched his character and thus was
born the semi-savant we came to
know and love.
From what I knew about Bratton
prior to the show and then gathered
frommyresearch, I had the impression
that the evening would be one filled
with uproarious laughter, ludicrous
(and lewd) jokes and some non
sequitur commentary. I was wrong...
at least a little bit.
I began the night dining next door
to the venue with a colleague eagerly
awaiting the night ofcomedy. I looked
up from my guac and margarita to
see Bratton sitting at the table directly
opposite me. Of course, I took this
opportunity to awkwardly approach
him seeking a picture, too stunned
to ask any interview questions—
wonderful, right? He said, “Oh yeah,
get in here [to my coworker], it’ll be a
Creed sandwich.” I couldn’t imagine a
more Creed-y thing to be said at that
moment and got even more excited to
have a good laugh.
Then, the show started.
Following an average local comic
looking to launch his career, Bratton
got on stage adorned with his guitar,
chugged a water bottle, introduced
himself and began singing heart-
felt melodies. Lyrics with messages
of love, happiness, heartbreak and
hope were what he used to serenade
his surprised audience. In between
songs he would sporadically say
something strange or Creed-esque—-
see aforementioned the mud-sex
comment —but I left the show with an
entirely different impression of both
the character and the human with
the guitar on stage than I had held
prior to the show. The crowd swayed
to his music and laughed at his jokes
and I’m fairly certain everyone in
that audience left in a similar identity
crisis that I found myself in. Bratton
isn’t just a fish-catching, sex-having
kleptomaniac vagabond as seen in
“The Office” but a jolly guy with a
moving voice, touching messages
and a ridiculous personality. Ifyou’re
interested in listening to such songs,
look up “Live for Today” as sung by
the Grassroots so you too can have an
equally unsettling but pleasant change
in opinions of one Creed Bratton.
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FROZEN YOGURT’S CHILLING RETURN TO CAPITOL HILL
Jarrod Gallagher
Staff Writer
Located at the old Yogurtland
location on Broadway on Capitol
Hill, Refresh Frozen Desserts is
more than just a new frozen yogurt
establishment.Refresh creates a space
that resembles the familiar motif of
frozen yogurt but still has its own
unique charm. This family owned
and operated business nestled in the
heart of Capitol Hill boasts a large
selection of flavors and a seemingly
endless amount of toppings to
choose from. With a graffiti-inspired
custom wall mural and showcasing a
local artist’s paintings, Refresh offers
its customers a different look at
what a frozen yogurt experience
should be.
With a menu that boasts over
a dozen different flavors; sorbet,
custard, gelato, italian ice and twisted
combinations of all of the above,
Refresh isbound to have something
for everyone. Upon entering the
shop customers are welcomed by
info graphics explaining everything
you need to know about how
to froyo.
Refresh also features a classic
Italian dessert on its menu, the
Affogato. What’s an Affogato? As the
menu describes, “An Affogato is an
Italian dessert originally made with
espresso poured over gelato.” Simply
add two shots of espresso to any soft
serve of your choice to get the full
Affogato experience.
As their sign says, “Serve Yo Self!”
Customers start by picking a flavor,
which is far easier said than done
with all of the options from which
customers have to choose. I found
myself sampling almost every flavor
along the wall before I could make
up my mind simplybecause they all
sounded so good.
The flavors are the real heroes
at Refresh. Each available flavor
combines with another to create
another even more blissful treat.
Some of the featured flavor
combinations were Tahitian Vanilla
and Mint Chocolate Chip twisting
together to make a Mint Chocolate
Milkshake flavor, White Chocolate
Mousse and Jamocha fusing into
a White Mocha Freeze and finally
Red Raspberry and Belgian Cookie
gelato that make a rich Raspberry
Streusel flavor when twisted.
I ultimately decided to keep it
simple and went with the Tropical
sorbet, which was fruity and light
with just the right amount of
tartness. My companion opted for
the Sea Salt Caramel Pretzel yogurt
and Pistachio Dulce de Leche gelato.
Both were exceptionally creamy and
rich, which is not always the case
when it comes to more decadent
froyo flavors.
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The next step is to choose your
toppings. I chose lychee boba,
raspberries and green tea mochi.
Other possible additions include the
expected fresh strawberries, kiwi,
blueberries, mango and pineapple as
well as some more unusual options
such as adzuki beans, or—as they are
more commonly known—red beans,
and lychee. For those with more of
a sweet tooth, Refresh offers several
flavors of popping boba, which are
essentially tiny balls of juice that
explode in your mouth.
The topping bar also features
several breakfast cereals, assorted
chocolate candy and gummies,
sprinkles, nuts, chocolate chips, and
cheesecake bites; there is definitely
something for everyone. Oh, and
don’t forget the caramel or chocolate
sauce and whipped cream.
everything food
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Once you’ve finished piling on
those tasty toppings, all that’s left is
to pay for your creation. At only 49
centsper ounce, when it came timeto
checkout, I found myself regretting
my decision to only get one flavor of
yogurt. For an additional $1.25 you
can make it an Affogato.
With its prime location in the
middle of Capitol Hill and passion
for local art, Refresh is also a great
stop on the Capitol Hill Art Walk.
The Refresh experience is one that
will keep you coming back to see
what other new things the space has
to offer. Five stars for Refresh!
Jarrod may be reached at
jgallagher@su-spectator.com
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CRITIC’S CORNER: THE MARTIAN
Scott Johnson
Staff Writer
Take the best parts of “Gravity’s”
solo space mission, “Apollo 13 s”
spectacle, “Cast Away’s” marooned
one-man-show-and the innovative
and improvised science of “Breaking
Bad,” have themmake a baby, and you
essentially have “The Martian.” Based
on the novel by Andy Weir, the film
follows astronaut Mark Watney; a man
stranded on Mars and forced to use
his wits to survive after a catastrophic
storm makes his crew return to their
ship. Not only is “TheMartian” one of
the best sci-fi films ofthe year—a title
that needs to be saved until we have
seen “Star Wars VII”—but it isalso the
most impressive film Ridley Scott has
directed in a decade. It stands firm as
a testament to the power of movies,
thanks in large part to its star Matt
Damon, a stellar supporting cast and
a first-rate pace that has the audience
on the edge of its seat for the majority
of the film. In short, “The Martian”
is remarkable in every sense of
the word.
The film does what its source
material did exceedingly well but
takes it to a more realized and
visual realm.
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The novel reads like a movie script;
it has extensive details pertaining to
just about everything there is. It also
provides witty, sassy and hilarious
narration—delivered flawlessly by
Damon inthe film—thatallows insight
into the mind of Watney. The nitty-
gritty details are something the film
cuts due to time constraints; however,
the lack of them does not negatively
affect the film. In many ways, the two
mediums complement each other; the
novel details the characters, places and
moments in great clarity, while the
movie meticulously brings to life the
dusty, barren, wastelands of Mars and
the incredible spaceship Hermes, with
astounding faithfulness to the book.
The first rate casting of the movie
further allows the novel the come to
life on screen.
Even with a cast as enormous as the
one the movie features, it never feels
overwhelming or claustrophobic. The
cast is introduced in a timely manner
so the audience does not have to get
to know all of the characters at once.
Jeff Daniels, Chiwetel Ejiofor, Kate
Mara, Jessica Chastain, Michael Pena,
Mackenzie Davis, Donald Glover,
Kristen Wiig and Sean Bean all deliver
stellar performances, though you can
argue that some are underutilized.
This may be true until it becomes clear
that the movie is more of a one-man-
show than it tries to be.
Thereis no denying thatMattDamon
delivers a brilliant performance. His
hilarious charm exudes off screen
and permeates the film, making the
audience feel every disaster as if
it were actually happeningand applaud
every triumph, no matter how small.
“The Martian” is a clear candidate for
one of Damons best performances
as he fires every one-liner the book
has to offerwith splendid accuracy. The
one problem with Damons portrayal
ofWatney is more of a problem with
the character himself. That is, he is
just nota deeplywritten character. Sure,
he is wickedly funny and intelligent,
but aside from his charm, the audience
does not actually know him. There
are a few hints to his past and family,
but it’s not even clear what led him
to NASA in the first place. Luckily, this
has little impact on the film. However,
it does leave one wanting a little more
information on the main protagonist.
The other minor issue I have with
both the novel and the film—andI may
be turning this review into a character
studyrather thana review ofa survival
story—is that we don’t actually get an
idea of the immense psychological
trauma the film’s events would have
on someone in Watney’s position.
Watney is stranded for months with
only textual communication. He
has himself, his plants and “Happy
Days” episodes left by his crewmate.
The novel does not delve into
the character’s psyche entirely—-
though there are some hints—but
nothing serious or significant ever has
an apparent effect on Watney’s
mental wellbeing.
“The Martian” is the type of movie
you must see on the big screen.
It is crowd-pleasing, funny and
exhilarating. With Matt Damon’s
spectacular performance, a terrific
supporting cast, impeccable pacing
and the “deserted island in space”
feel “The Martian” is the kind of sci-
fi that is both believable and possible
if we put our minds together, fund
space programs and teach kids to love
science. “The Martian” is a triumph,
pure and simple.





Hello, everybody. My name is AJ
Schofield and I am the new sports editor
here at the Spectator. I want to take this
opportunity to go into detailabout some
of the things you will be seeing in the
sports section this year.
For starters, I want everything to be
much more time relevant to you, the
readers. What do I mean by that? Well,
instead of reading about a game that
happened a week ago, our goal is to give
yourecapsofthemostrecent games. That
means a lot of late nights in the office for
us writers, but it will ensure that you
get the most time relevant information.
Sports news can move quickly, and
we intend to deliver the news to you as
quickly andtimely as possible.
Something else to look for this year
will be game-previews. Athletics can
be a big part of the college experience,
however, I’ve noticed that attendance
LETTER FROM THE SPORTS EDITOR
DISAPPOINTING SEASON BRINGS A NEW FACE TO SEATTLE
AJ Schofield
Sports Editor
On Aug. 28, amid a disappointing
season, the Mariners announced
the firing of General Manager Jack
Zduriencik. With Zduriencik at the
helm, the Mariners put together a 500-
595, the fifth worstrecord in the majors
over that span.
Exactly one month later, the
Mariners had a replacement for
Zduriencik in place. On Monday, Sept.
28, the Marinersannounced the hiring
of Jerry Dipoto, the most recent man
tasked with righting the sinking ship
known as the Seattle Mariners.
“I am thrilled to be here,” Dipoto said
at his introductory press conference.
“This is a dream job for me.”
The Mariners were the trendy pick
to win the American League West and
isn’t always great at some ofthe events. I
believe that by previewing games, it may
expose some of you to events you may
not have previously thought about.
I also plan on having a section devoted
to box scores coming in the near future.
This will give you a chance to see all the
scores from the previous week in one
place, without having to go online and
check out each teamswebsite.
I will be the first to admit that I am
newat this andthat there willbe abit ofa
learning curve involved. However, I am
committed to giving you the news that
youwant to see, when you want to see it.
I welcome your feedback and
suggestions. Ifthere is something specific
you would like to see, you can email me
your suggestions and I will take them
into consideration. I can be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com.
represent the AL in the World Series
this season. Things derailed quickly,
and the M’s were never able to put
everything together to achieve any long
term success,and they finished76-86,5
games under.500.
That was big step backwards for a
team that missed the postseason by just
one game last year. Feeling that success
was on the horizon, the Mariners
made some moves to bolster their
roster, bringing in slugger Nelson Cruz
to compliment Robinson Cano and
budding superstar Kyle Seager.
Cruz proved to be a key addition,
however, a pitching staff that led the
majors in ERA last season, ranked 22
this season.
Regardless, Dipoto believes that the
Marinersare not farofffromcontending
and he made it clear that this is not a
long term rebuilding approach.
Thank you,
AJ Schofield
“We’ll focus on [Seager, Cano, Cruz,
Felix] and Taijuan Walker, as the core
we’re trying to build around. And we’ll
have to be more creative in finding
ways to augment around that group,
rather than using that group to build a
new program,” Dipoto said.
A lingering question heading into
the offseason is the status of manager
Lloyd McClendon. Many fans believe
that he should be replaced, just two
seasons into his contract.
McClendon said all the things you
would expect to hear out of somebody
trying to keep their job.
“It was great. He’s a very energetic,
dynamic, intelligent, forward thinking
guy. I thought we hit it offpretty good,”
McClendon said. “We had very honest
discussions about a lot of things. I
think it went very well.”
Still, McClendon knows the nature
of the business, and nothing is certain
heading forward.
“Well, I’m under contract to manage
next year, and hopefully I will manage
that club,” McClendon said. “Beyond
that, if you are looking for security
in this game, you are in the wrong
business.”
Things should get interesting over
the next few months. Dipoto has quite
the challenge ahead of him, as he looks
to build a roster capable of ending the
Mariners’ 14-year playoff drought.
However, he has made it clear that he is
up to the task.
“I truly look forward to both the
challenges and rewards to come as we
chart a fresh course for the future of
Mariners baseball,” Dipoto said.


















Discover where you'll study
abroad at usac.unr.edu.
MEN’S SOCCER OPENS WAC SEASON WITH PAIR OF WINS
Chaucer Larson
Staff Writer
In the spirit of their No. 24 national
ranking in the NSCAA Coaches’
Poll, the Seattle University Men’s
soccer team showed its worth as they
cruised to a pair of victories over the
weekend. Friday night’s 5-1 drubbing
of UniversityofMissouri, Kansas City
was accompanied by a solid 2-0 win
over Air Force on Sunday afternoon.
In the nightcap on Friday, it was
freshman Sergio Rivas who broke
through UMKC’s backline in the
12th minute and tucked his finish in
at the near post to get the Redhawks
rolling. Dominating the lion’s share of
possession, Seattle U didn’t look back
and Agustin Andrade’ssensationalgoal
on 19 minutes all but sealed the three
points. The sophomore found himself
with the ball on the top of the penalty
area, and after a smart cut inside to
his right foot, Andrade curled his shot
into the top right corner—kissing the
crossbar and leaving the Roos’ keeper
Henrik Regitnig motionless.
In the second half more of the same
ensued for the home side, as Rivas and
forward David Olsen continued to
cause UMKC trouble with their sharp





Schools across the Western Athletic
Conference began conference
play over the weekend and Seattle
University finds is at or near the top of
the standings in several sports. Here
is a quick recap of how they got here
and where their seasons are headed.
20 Sports
bring on a plethora of substitutions
in the second period, with Michael
Roberts edging the Redhawks’
advantage to 3-0 just a minute and
18 seconds after the restart. Roberts
would again be involved in the 63rd
minute as his effort was parried into
the path of Josh Greene, another
substitute, whose simple finish was his
first of the year.
“I’m happy that we are playing to
our ability and trying to get better,”
Fewing said. “I was very happy to see
all the guys go on and Josh Greene did
a fantastic job. He stays after practice,
stays after games—and we can’t
monitor that—but I know he’s doing
extra and he’s kept his attitude right
and he came in and helped control of
the rest of the game.”
Facing Air Force on Sunday
afternoon posed a different challenge
for Seattle U, but another Roberts
strike, on this occasion a wonderfully
curled right footer, opened the match
up on 50 minutes. After a relatively
uneventful first half, the goal was a
bright spot and a boost that good
teams often receive, even when not
playing theirbest. Roberts would cap
off an exquisite weekend by feeding
his strike partner Hamza Haddadi
for Seattle U’s second tally in the 73rd
MOVIN’ON UP: WAC PREVIEW
MEN’S SOCCER
Strong defense and opportunistic
scoring have propelled the Seattle
University Men’s soccer team to
new heights. Ranking 16 in the first
RPI poll of the season, and 24 in the
coaches poll.
Two big cpnferencewins to open the
season have launched the Redhawks
to #10 in RPI and #19 in the latest
coaches poll.
Senior goalkeeper Shane Haworth
ranks ninth among all division one
goalies, having allowed just five goals
through 11 games. Haworth
played all but 18 minutes, and has
KYLE KOTANI • THE SPECTATOR
Midfielder #19 Augustin Andrade III takes a shot at the goal early in
the first period.
minute. Haddadi’s 8th goal of the year
saw off the falcons, while Roberts
himself now sits on five strikes
for the season.
The Redhawks will next head to
Texas, with Houston Baptist on Oct.
started in every game.
Senior forward Michael Roberts
is the latest player to earn the WAC
Offensive Player of the Week award,
joining teammates Kyle Bjornethun
and Hamza Haddadi. Roberts had
three total goals and two assists
through the first two conference
games. Bjornethun also earned
National Player of the Week awards
for his two-goal performance at No.
13 Oregon State.
Haddadi, a senior forward tied the
WACrecord for goals in a game in the
season opener with four, earning him
the WAC offensive player of the week
award in August. Haddadi is also tied
9, and UT Rio Grande Valley on Oct.
11, set to be the next WAC opponents
for Seattle U.
Chaucermay be reached at
clarson@su-spectator.com.
for sixth nation wide for goals scored,
netting eight goals so far this season.
His total is good enough to be tied for
first in the WAC.
Bjornethun, Haddadi and Haworth
were all named to the preseason All-
Conference team, and Seattle U was
picked to win the 2015 WAC title in a
preseason vote by the coaches.
Seattle U will head on the road this
weekend to take on Houston Baptist
(4-6, 0-2 WAC) and the University of
Texas Rio Grande Valley (4-5-1, 1-1
WAC). To date, the Redhawks have
outscored opponents 25-6 on the
season, and lead the WAC in goals
scored and goals allowed.
WOMEN’S SOCCER
Much like rMHKn’s team, ''the
Seattle cKvomen’s t«m (6-2-3, 1-0-2
WAC) waS also predicted to#inthe
WAC in the preseason coaches poll.
If they are able to accomplish this, it
will be the third straight WAC title for
women’s soccer, an impressive feat.
Seattle U’s last conference loss
came on Oct. 10, 2014, and was their
only loss in conference play in the
last two years.
After starting the season 1-2, the
Redhawks rattled off four wins in a
row, and opened conference play with
draws against Utah Valley (7-4-1,2-0-
1 WAC) and Missouri-Kansas City (7-
4-1,1-1-1 WAC). Sandwichedbetween
the two draws was a dominating 5-0
win on the road against Chicago state
(0-12,0-3 WAC).
Senior defender Kelly Beck earned
WAC Defensive Player of the Week
honors for the week of Sept. 28 to
Oct. 4, and is the second Redhawk
to earn WAC honors for the women’s
team this season. Freshman forward
Summer Mason also received WAC
honors for her two-goal performance
for the week of Sept. 7-13, and was
named Offensive Player of the
Week for her two goal performance
that week.
Of the six players to score heading
into last weekend, five of them were
freshman. Senior forward Julia
Moravee, freshman Summer Mason,
and freshman Karli White leads the
team in goals, having netted four
goals each.
The Seattle U team as a whole is tied
for fourth in team goals in the WAC
with 17, an average of 1.55/game, and
11 goals behind conference leader
Utah Valley.
Seattle U will play its next four
games at home, after seven games
on the road during the month of
September. Seattle’s last home game
was Aug. 30, a 3-1 win overVanderbilt
and also the team’s first win over an
SEC school.
VOLLEYBALL
After 15 straight matches on the road,
the Seattle U volleyball team finally
returns home to open conference
play. However, there is one small
caveat this season: ‘home’ games for
the volleyball team will be played
at nearby Seattle Academy, rather
than the normal north court at the
Connolly Center.
As you may recall, last week we told
you about the ongoing renovations
at the Connolly Center. Renovations
are expected to last until January,
so Seattle U will not be playing any
home matches on campus this year.
Fortunately, Seattle Academy is just a
few blocks away fromcampus.
Continuing the trend of Redhawk
WAC awards, senior middle blocker
Martina Samadan has been named
the WAC Volleyball Player of the
Week. This is Samadan’s second time
winning the award this season, and
the third time winning the award
during her career at Seattle U.
The team opened conference play
against Grand Canyon and Cal State
Bakersfield. Seattle was able to get
by Grand Canyon with relative ease,
sweeping all three sets. However
that success failed to carry over into
the following match against CSU
Bakersfield, and any revenge from last
years WAC title game will have to wait
until this year’s WAC tournament.
Still, the women’s volleyball team
is playing incredibly well so far this
season. At 11-6 overall, and 3-1 in
WAC play, Seattle U finds themselves
sitting in second place after the first
weekend of conference play.
CROSS COUNTRY
The Seattle U cross-countryprogram
has been one defined by cbnstant
growth. Over the course of the last
three years, the programhas improved
and become more competitive
both running long course, and the
subsequent indoor track season. That
trendwas captured last Friday, Oct. 2,
when the men’s and women’s teams
finished 10th and 12th, respectively,
at the Washington Invitational on the
Jackson Park Golf Course in Seattle.
The team is looking to maintain their
culture ofimprovement in 2015.
“The team’s looking really good-
very deep, very strong-and has
that drive that we need to go to
Conference and hopefully win a WAC
Championship,” redshirt senior and
captain Baxter Arguinchona said.
Almost every member of both
teams finished with personal best
times, with juniors Lila Rice and
Nathan McLaughlin putting up times
over one-minute under their previous
bests (they both hold the best times
on the current team’s roster). In the
6K women’s race, Rice finished in
57th with a time of 21:05.8, while
McLaughlin finished65thwith a time
of 24:28.2.
The team was pleased with their
performance at Jackson Park,
however, not satisfied. The teams
know they can be faster. Head coach
Trisha Steidl saw the invitational as
a building block of bigger and better
things to come.
“We had certain things we wanted
to achieve as a group in terms of
mindset, and the team did a good job
with those things,” Steidl said.
“Perseverance, focus and grit were
three of those things, and the team
did well on all accounts.”
Look for the program to continue
its ascent towards becoming one of
the best programs in the WAC. A bulk
of talent and healthy veteran runners
should provide Seattle U with the
means to produce an exciting season.
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GOLF
Since it was reestablished in 2008,
the Seattle University golf program
has been flying like a driven golf
ball towards the fairway of deserved
success. In its first season, both the
men’s and women’s teams experienced
a smattering of winningperformances
(the women had multiple
finishes in the top five, while the men’s
best performances were a pair ofninth
place finishes).
Last year (2014-15), however, both
teams placed in the top 10 on more
than a dozen occasions. The women’s
team put on a 1st place performance at
the Monterey Bay Invitational.
Thus, as the teams begin the 2015-
16 season, the goal remains continued
success. Junior Alexis Song has been
a strong and consistent performer for
the women’s team. To open the season,
Song has finished in the top 20 at two
events and claimed the WAC Golfer of
the Month award for September.
“It’s been fun towatch[Song] develop
as a player and a person,” Seattle U
head golf coach Marc Chandonnet
said. “She has big expectationsmoving
forward and, weare here to provide the
support necessary for her to continue
on theroad to success.”
Meanwhile, the men’s team has
opened the year with multiple strong
performances at both the Itani Quality
Homes Collegiate. Both rounds of play
suggest that the team is on its way to
productive year. The wins also allowed
a glimpse ofthe team’s resilience, given
that theyfollowed a disappointing 14th
place finish at the Husky Invite.
AJ may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com




As a mother fearlessly stood on stage, walking us through the murder of her
17-year-old son, she asked the audience, “How did we become such a violent
society?” Sybrina Fulton, mother ofTrayvon Martin, asked us, as amother would
ask her child, why we had become so cruel. As I sat there, among Caucasians,
African Americans, Hispanics, Asians, Muslims, Christians, Atheists, Buddhists, I
could onlyfeel my stomachchurn thinking ofhow someone can bring themselves
to hate someone different from them so much. But the fact of the matter is that
this is not surprising, the senseless and meaningless murder of young black
men, of university students, and ofMuslim youth doesn’t shock us anymore. It’s
commonplace. You turn on the TV, or computer, and almost expect to see another
shooting, anotherbloodstained sidewalk, another dead child.
We sit in our rooms and we change the channel, or scroll down, or even watch
absentmindedly as these people are cut down. But that’s just it. The fault doesn’t
justbelong to those that commit these acts; it’s belongs to all ofus. It is so easy to
become violent and angry when faced with how horrifically wrong all ofthis is.
Yet we can’t. As Sybrina said, “There should not be a hateful bone in your body.”
Debate on gun control, race relations, andmental health treatment are important,
of course they are. But we can all work together to make this country a place
that isn’t as hateful. For Sybrina, this change is simple, just get to know someone
different from you. Understand that they’re people just like you. She lectured
us, as a mother, to be kinder to one another. She urged every single person in
the audience, people of everycreed and color, to help forge a new society, a new
community. One where violence is replaced by love and meaningless hate is
replaced by respect for our common humanity. It may sound farfetched, but try.
As Sybrina put it, “Are you going to wait until it happens to you to get involved?”
-Jason Bono, News Editor
The Spectator editorial board consists ofMelissa Lin, Christopher Salsbury, A.J. Schofield, Jason Bono, Jenna Ramsey, Will McQuilkin, Nicole Schlaeppi, and Courtney Decker. Signed commentaries reflect the opinions ofthe authors
and not necessarily those o/The Spectator. The views expressed in these editorials are not necessarily the viewsofSeattle University.
THE GUIDANCE
COUNSELOR
Emily is not a licensed guidance counselor,
but neither was Ann Landers.
Why does everybody break up in the
Fall? Have you ever noticed this?
A Yeah, sometimes. Ecologically, you can
draw the obvious par-
• allels to ending and death, and anticipation of renewal in the
• coming months. Have you ever experienced “Fall cleaning” be-
ing more relevant than the traditional Spring cleaning? I’m not
sure if this is the insight you were looking for, but getting rid of things you
don’t need look like a commonality.




In the United States, guns symbolize autonomy and individuality. That is, the
importance ofguns to Americanculture is due in large part to the feeling offreedom
and empowerment they bring. But symbols are worth less than lives. Americans
need to ask if a right to bear arms is worth the price we pay.
Last week, nine students were killed and nine more were injured at Umpqua
Community College by a gunman. According to data compiled by the crowd-
sourced site Mass Shooting Tracker, the shooting was the 994th such incident
(shooting of four or more individuals) in 1,004 days. This means that, on average,
thereis a mass shooting in America every day. This violence is not unavoidable. No
otheradvancedcountry in the world has had an experiencewith mass shootings like
that ofAmerica. In a newly released quantitative analysis ofpublic mass shooting
around the world between 1966-2012, Adam Lankford, an associate professor of
criminal justice at the UniversityofAlabama, found that nearly “one third” ofthe
world’s mass shootings have occurred in the United States. His findings can be
added to the ever growing heap of evidence suggesting that there is a correlation
between the availability of guns and the major public assaults that have become a
part of life in America.
Thefew useful services guns provide (hunting, or killing varmints in rural areas)
canbe preserved even ifthe nation only tightens itsrestriction of gun ownership to
the degree that, say, Canada has. There, gun laws prohibit the use of certain, more
lethal (e.g. automatic) guns—no such law exists in the U.S. at the Federal level.
The argument that guns should not be subject to increased regulation and
restricted access, simultaneously argues that the victims of the UCC shooting are
worth losing in order to protect gun laws as they presently exist. To quote Adam
Gopnick, a writer for the New Yorker, “Since the cure is known for certain, those
who refuse it can only have decided that they enjoy the disease.”
-Will McQuilkin, A&E Editor
I’m a new international student here at SU, and I’m having a
9
hard time adjusting. Any tips to make this easier?
A
Welcome! The International Student Center is located in the Pavil-
0
lionand you may find them to be helpful. They offer specific adjust-
0
ment strategies and can connect you with other international stu-
dents, in addition to hosting an array of rad events. Also, don’t be
afraid to ask for help. SU faculty are extensively trained to know how to adapt to
your specific needs and, I promise, will be delighted to help you. Ask questions
about the material and visit your professor during office hours. This sounds ge-
neric, but academic clarity is a huge part of adjusting.
Speaking of delighted people, hit up your OA because they are also ready,
willing and are likely wondering why their small groupies aren’t literally texting
them right now. Take time to explore the Hill, join campus clubs and get email
notifications for things you’re interested in.Talk with your friends and fam’ back
home as much as you need to, but try not to let it hinder your immersion into
your new life. If you feel like it, speak up inclass often. This is about the friendli-
est campus I’ve ever been to, so even if folks lookgrumpy they’re probably just













Visit the Student Union— a free online resource from U.S. Bank built to equip you
with knowledge to help manage your money, now and in the future. Get a free credit
score and use the credit simulator to see how certain decisions can affect your score.1
You can even get a chance to win a $5,000 scholarship by completing our easy online
modules, 2 all at usbank.com/studentunion.
No purchase necessary. 1. Free credit score access and Score Simulator through TransUnion's CreditView™ Dashboard through 12/31/2015. Thecredit score is not the one used by U.S.Bank when
equal housing making credit decisions and is intended for educational purposes to help consumers understand their credit risk. 2. Scholarship eligibility restrictions apply. Refer to usbank.com/studentunion
lender for details. Credit products offered by U.S. Bank National Association. Deposit products offered by U.S. Bank National Association. Member FDIC. 150381 9/15
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RUTGERS
IN SEATTLE!
Come visit our table
at the ldealist.org grad fair
here on tire SU campus
on Tuesday, October 13th 5-8pm
atthe Campion Hall Ballroom
Master of Public Policy
Master of City and Regional Planning
Offering concentrations in:
rdwaidP. Bkjustein Sdbadl d Phoning PJb v Policy
The S'ate U* 'vefsily of New jersey
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• Urban and Community Development • Non-Profit Management
• Transportation Policy & Planning • Workforce Development
• Housing and Urban Design • Environment
• International Development • Health & Social Policy
Hie Bloustein School
welcomes new faculty in 2015:
Barbara Faga, Ph D.
Professor of Practice in Urban Design
'leaching and research interests include
participatory planning, landscape





leaching and research interests include
travel behaviors of special populations,
and causes and consequences of the








All current students who have a parent or
family member who graduated from Seattle
University are invited to celebrate your
family’s Seattle U legacy by receiving
your legacy pin.
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6:00-8:00 p.m.
Campion Ballroom
Alumni and guests: $201 Students: Free
Enjoy appetizers, beer and wine.
Register at http://sulegacy2015.eventbrite.com i Space is limited
Family cant make it? Fr. Steve will pin you!
Questions? Email AlumniRSVP@seattleu.edu
